













































































































E because it shows the highlighted section

which of the following numbers is closest to

2 015 510.2 No calculator

A 0.1 B C lo D 100 E 1000

E since 2.015 I 2 and 510.2 I 500 so

2.015 510.2 I 2 500 1000

Four identical small rectangles are put together to

Form a large rectangle as shown The length of a

shorter side of each rectangle is 10cm What

is the length of a longer side of the large
rectangle














































































































g

10

10

10 20 10

Longer side of small rectangle 10 t 10 20

Longer side of large rectangle lot 20 t lo

40cm

Which of the Following numbers is not an integer
A 20,1 B 2122 C 20,1 D 20 E 20 15

A 7 every number is divisible by l

B ends in even number so divisible by Z
C 7 sum of digits is 21 11 3 6 which is a

multiple of 3 so divisible by 3














































































































C last digit is 5 so divisible by 5

So the answer is D

A triangle has sides of length 6cm 10cm 11cm

An equilateral triangle has the same perimeter
What is the length of the sides of the
equilateral triangle

Perimeter 6 t lot 11 27cm

i side length of equilateral triangle is

275 9cm

A cyclist rides at Smf The wheels of his

bicycle have a circumference of 125cm How

many complete turn doe each wheel make in

5 seconds

In 5 seconds the cyclist travels 5 5 25 m

2500cm

We have 2500 20 Complete rotations of

each wheel














































































































In a class no two boys were born on the same

day of the week and no two girls were born

in the same month Were another child to join
the class this would no longer be true How

many children are there in the class

Since another child cannot join the class while

these properties still hold we must have 7

boys and 12 girls in the class so the total

number of students is 7 t 12 19
In the diagram the centre of the top square
is directly above the common edge of the lower

two squares Each square has side of length 1cm
What is the area of the shaded region














































































































The centre of the top square is directly above the

common edge of the tower two So we can add

a rectangle half the site of a square as

shown

The rectangle has area 42 cm

The green triangle is right angled and has area

x 1.5 x 2 1 S

T T
base height

so
shaded added
area

green
triangle rectangle

1.5 0.5 1cm

The two indicated triangles are congruent
see














































































































So the shaded area is equivalent to one

square or 1cm

Proof place the shape on the coordinate
axes

f f 2

He'd lit
i
i

t
I

11,0 p 010 f lo
t'zio Io

The gradient of the line between the two

blue points is 0 1 I
Itf 3

So the equation of the line is














































































































y x 1

We want to show that the green point
is halfway between the orange point a

then the two triangles would have the

same dimensions

When y l we have

1 Iz x l

Z x I

4

x I which is halfway between
4 O and 112 as required

Every asterisk in the equation below is to

be replaced with either t or so that

the equation is correct What is the smallest

number of asterisks that can be replaced
with t

2 0 to l 5 2 0 1 5 2 0 125 0

The asterisks can't all be so we put a

in Front of larger numbers to minimise














































































































the amount used

If every was a then the sum would

be 20

It is impossible to increase this to 0 with

only 1 t the best change we can make

is to make a 5 into a S which makes

the sum 10

If we use 2 t's we can change the sign of

another 5 making the sun 0 for example

2 O Its 2 O 1 5 Z O l 5 0

So the answer is 2

During a rainstorm 15L of water fell per square
metre By how much did the water level in

an outdoor pool rise

A 150cm B 0.15cm C 15cm D I 5cm E Depends on

pool size

We have IL 1000cm

15L 15000cm

During the rainstorm 15L fell per square metre so

the rise in water level was














































































































15000 cm 15000cm
m 106cm

15000
cm

10000

1.5cm

A bush has 10 branches Each branch has either

5 leaves or 2 leave and I flower Which of the

following could be the total number of leaves the

bush has
A 45 B 39 C 37 D 31 E None of the

above

Total leaves Sn t 2110 n

w
leave From leaves From branches
branches with 2 leaves
with 5
leaves

Sn t 20 2n

3 n t 20 where he 0 103

We have 45 20 25 which is NOT a

multiple of 3 so 45 isn't possible














































































































39 20 19 similarly not possible

37 20 17 similarly not possible
31 20 11 similarly not possible

so the answer is E

The mean score of the students who took a test

was 6 Exactly 60 of the students passed the

test The mean score of the students who passed

the test was 8 What was the mean score of

the students who Failed the test

Let n be the total number of students

Then 0.6N student passed and 0.4 failed

we have

8 Sum of scores of those who passed

and

6 ftp.T.eu eaof

n

so
ftp.eofu.scpoasedof 8xo 6n 4.8n














































































































and therefore

6 4.8
Sum of scores of
those who failed

n

Gn 4 g
Sum of scores of
those who failed

Sum of scores of
those who failed 1.2 n

Mean score of Sum of scores of
students who those who failed
Failed

0.4N

1.21
0.4N

3

One corner of a square is folded to its centre

to Form an irregular Pentagon The area of the

square is 1 unit greater than the area of the
Pentagon What is the area of the square














































































































Suppose the square has side length x

Its area is si
The area of the pentagon is the area of the

square minus the area of the red triangle

Zz

Area of triangle zx Ex E

I
8

SO TGI I 22 8 is the area of

the square

Rachel added the lengths of three sides of a

rectangle and got 44cm Heather added the lengths

of three sides of the same rectangle and got 40cm
What is the perimeter of the rectangle

Suppose the rectangle has side lengths x and y














































































































Rachel's sum 2x t y 44

Heather's sun Kt 2g 40

t i 3xt3y 84

octy 28

Perimeter 21kt y
2 28

56

Luis wants to make a pattern by colouring the
sides of the triangle shown in the diagram He
wants each triangle to have one red side one

green side and one blue side Luis has already
coloured some of the side as shown What colour
can he use For the side marked x

A only green B only blue c only red D either

blue or red E the task is impossible



















































































XAN
cait be green
or blue a

So x must be green would make
invalid A

A teacher asked five students how many of the five
had done their homework Daniel said none Ellen said
one Cara said two Zain said three and Marcus said
Four The teacher knew that the students who had
not done their homework were not telling the truth

but those who had done their homework were

telling the truth How many of these students had

done their homework

Since all the answers are different there must be
either 0 or 1 students telling the truth If no

students are telling the truth then none of them
did the homework But Daniel said none correctly














































































































which is a contradiction So there must have

been 1 Student telling the truth Ellen who

said 1 correctly

Ria wants to write a number in each of the 7
bounded regions in the diagram Two regions are

neighbours if they share part of their boundary

The number in each region is to be the sum of

the numbers in all of its neighbours Ria has

already written in two of the numbers as shown

What number goes in the central region

Label the regions

d a

e
e

b














































































































We have 2 atb Ctd te
and 4 atb t ctd

gives e 2 4 6

Five positive integers not necessarily all different are

written on five cards Boris calculates the sum of

the numbers on every pair of cards He obtains

only 3 different totals 57 70 83
what is the largest integer on any card

Let the Five integers be a b c d e with

a Eb ECE de e

The smallest total must be atb so we have

atb 57
Since 57 is odd we must have a b
The largest total must be dte so we have

dte 83
Since 83 is odd we must have dte
There is only one possible total remaining 70 so we

must have b c d with btc 2b
7 0














































































































b 35 c d 35

So atb 57 a _57 35

22

and dte 83 e 83 35

48

Hence the largest integer e is 48














































































































A square with area 30cm is divided in two by a

diagonal and then into triangle as shown

The areas of some of these triangles are given in

the diagram Which part of the diagonal is the
longest a b c d or e

K

Area of region
above diagonal 3oz 15














































































































So 2 txt 9 15 2 4

Area of region is Sty 4 15below diagonal

y 6

Draw in the other diagonal
Let the length of the red section be h half

the length of the whole diagonal
We consider the areas of the six triangles

in terms of h

2 xhx a

4 x h x btc

9 Ix h x dte
5 zxhx atb

6 Lxh x ctd

4 x h x e

Comparing the equations














































































































vs e Za not a

vs btc e not b c

5 hd

but 4 the
so d e

Hence d is the longest part

In a mob of Kangaroos the two lightest Kangaroos

together weigh 25 of the total weight of the

mob The three heaviest Kangaroos together weigh

60 of the total weight How many Kangaroos

are in the mob

The remaining Kangaroos weigh 100 25 Go 15

of the total weight

If this 154 comes From two Kangaroos then
their combined weights would be less than the

two lightest 25 1 which is impossible














































































































Similarly it is impossible for the 157 to

come From 3 or more Kangaroos

So there must be only one other kangaroo in

the mob meaning that the total number is

2 11 3 6














































































































Andrew has 7 pieces of wire of lengths 1cm to

7cm He bends some of the pieces to form a

wire Frame in the shape of a cube with edges
of length 1cm without any overlaps What is the

smallest number of pieces he can use

Example of how it can be done with 4

Since there is no overlap of wires each vertex
of the cube requires at least one end of a

piece of wine to help Form it

Every piece of wire has 2 ends and a cube

has 8 vertices so the minimum number of pieces
of wire required is 8

4
2














































































































In trapezium PQRS the side PQ and SR are

parallel Angle RSP is 120 and PS SR PQ

what is the size of angle PQA

Draw a diagram

S R

ne

f fo
p Qc 32C

By co interior angles LSPQ 180 120

60
Construct points X and Y on PQ s t

PX XY YQ x

splitting the side into thirds

S R
f

n n n

p x I I a














































































































Since SP PX LSPX Lsxp

180 60
2

GO

and so SSPX is therefore equilateral
Similarly ASXR and AXRY are equilateral

Consider DRYQ We have

LRYQ 180 LRYX supplementary angles

180 60

1200
Now RY YQ so

LYQR LYRQ
180 120
2

300

So we have

LPQR LYQR 30














































































































Five points lie on a straight line Alex finds

the distances between every pair of points He

obtains in increasing order

2 5 6 8 9 K IS 17 20 22

What is the value of K

Label the five points P Q R S T

p p n p p
P Q R S T

T 22

The maximum distance between any two points is

22 so that must be PT

The next largest distance is 20 Since the smalles
distance is 2 we have either PQ 2 or ST 2

WLOG we could pick up the line and turn it

around we assign PQ 2

p p n p pc z
P Q R S T

The next largest distance is 17 Since no

distance is 3 the only part of the line














































































































which can have length 17 is PS

p p r p p
P Q R S T

So ST 22 17 5

and QS PS PQ
17 2

15

The remaining distances are 6,8 9 and K where

9 Ck C 15

We have 15 QS
QR t RS

since k 9 the only pair of distances from

the list above which add to 15 are 6 and 9

If QR 9 then PR 2 9 11 and

RT 22 11 11 which is impossible

So set QR 6 and RS 9

Then PR PQ QR 21 6 8 So

k RT RS t ST 9 5 14














































































































Rough Working

2 8 17

O p p pg 22

II I'I I
Vr

1 22 8

8 9 17 14














































































































Gregor divides 2015 successively by 1,2 3 and so

on up to and including 1000 He writes down

the remainder for each division What is the

largest remainder he writes down

Suppose we obtain remainder r when dividing

2015 by d so that

2015 dqt r

we have red 1

and since de 1000 we must have q 2

So to obtain the largest possible remainder
of d I we should have

2015 2d t d l

To maximise the remainder r we want d I

and hence d to be as large as possible So

q should be as small as possible and

therefore take on its minimum value 2

Solve For d














































































































2015 3D I

3d 2016

D 672

in which case r d I 671

If we divide 2015 by a number smatter than

672 the remainder will be less than d l which

is less than 671

If we divide 2015 by a number targe than 672
ie an integer d such that

672 s d E 1000

then 2015 2 d t R2

rz 2015 Zd

2015 21672

671

So 671 is the largest possible remainder

we can obtain














































































































Every positive integer is to be coloured

according to these rules

each number is either red or green

the sum of any two different red number

is a red number

the sum of any two different green numbers

is a green number

In how many ways can this be done

1 all red

2 all green

3 f red rest green

4 I green vest red

5 I _red 2 green rest red

6 f green 2 red rest green

Do any other colorings exist

Suppose I and 2 are the same colour

Then all other integers must also be that colour














































































































l and 2 above

Suppose I and 2 are different colours

If 3 is the same colour as 1 then all

the higher integers are that colour too

5 and 161 above

If 3 is the same colour as 2 then all odd

numbers higher than 3 are that colour also

If 4 is the same colour as 2 then all

higher even numbers will be also

3 and 4 above

If 4 is the same colour as I then 5 4 1

will be that colour too But this is a

contradiction since 5 2 3 means that 5 has
to be both colours at once

So in total there are 6 options











































